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Murphy not wanted as speaker at BSC 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
"Evelyn Murphy is not the 
right person at the right time," 
said Denny Ciganovic, the 
Chairman of CREEd, the Coa-
lition for Responsibility and 
Ethics in Education. This is in 
response to the fact that Lieu-
tenant Governor of Massachu-
setts Murphy will be the 
Commencement speaker on 
Saturday, May 27. 
A group of Bridgewater State 
College professors and students 
are upset over the choke to have 
her as speaker, when she 
represents the Dukakis admini-
stration which is initiating 
massive budget cuts in the higher 
education system. 
Ciganovic stated that he did 
not approve of the way that 
Murphy was chosen. He said that 
normally, various members of 
the campus are asked who they 
would like to have as a com-
mencement speaker. "But, the 
decision was made by members 
declared candidate. 
" •.. not the right person at the right time." 
--Denny Ciganovic--
Ciganovic also stated that 
some professors may stage what 
he calls a "silent protest," with 
these people walking out of the 
of the Executive Board, from the 
Board of Trustees," said Cigan-
ovic. He believes that more 
people, perhaps the senior 
graduating class, should have had 
more of a say in who they wanted 
as speaker. 
Many of those dissatisfied with 
Murphy as the speaker claim 'that 
this is "more of a political 
campaign stop" on her road to commencement ceremony when 
becoming, possibly, the next Murphy begins to speak. "Some 
governor of the state. But, many members of CREEd take strong 
also view it as bad policy to have issue with her coming down 
a member of the Dukakis here," stated Ciganovic. 
administration speak at a place to There are members within the 
which that same administration CREEd organization, however, 
has cut funding. The gubemator- who do not believe that a protest 
ial elections will take place in of Murphy should occur. They 
1990, but Murphy is not yet a cont. on p. 2 
New registration procedures 
to commence week of April 3 
By Marci Hahn 
Comment staff 
Registration procedures began 
on April 3,.and this semester, stu-
dents will have a new way to reg-
ister. At this point, all students 
should have their academic 
advisor's planning forms. If one 
Education Junior Professional Se- order will reverse for the Spring 
mester, who will register in the 1990 Registration. 
Elementary Education Office on Students may not register be-
Burrill Avenue. fore their designated time, but if 
The different classes have all a conflict does arise, they may 
been given separate times to reg- register at a late session. Students 
ister. who withdrew from Bridgcwa-
The schedule is as follows: ter State College for less than a 
........ .-•-~--~~,,they must 
go to the registrar's office to 9b-; 
tain it. This is your ticket to enter 
the Rondileau Campus·.· Center 
Ballroom, where all but two sec-
tions will be registered. The first 
exception is the Class of 1990 and 
Graduate students, who will reg-
Class of 1990 and Graduate year and subsequently have been 
Students: Monday, April 24, 2:00 readmitted may also register at 
to 5=,(X) ~Ill·~ in the Teacher Prepa- this late session. Late regisfration 
ratie>n· office~ . wtU.'be on Wednesday. May 17 
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. ister in the Teacher Preparation 
Office. The other exception is stu-
dents who are registering for the 
Elementary and Early Childhood 
Class of 1991: Tuesday, April · from 9:00 to 5:00 p.m .• in Boy-
25, and Wednesday,, April 26, .den Hall, Room 1, next to the 
2:00 to 5:00 p.m. .. Registrar's Office. 
Class of 1992: Thursday, April 
27, and Friday, April 28, 2:00 to 
5:00p.m . 
Underclassmen will register 
over a two day period. They will 
be split alphabetically,, and the 
For any other information. or 
to check the specific day on which 
to register, pick up a Fall 1989 
schedule booklet in the Registrar's 
Office. 
'Pride in BSC Day' a success 
in raising college spirits 
By David Flannery 
Comment staff 
The Coalition for Responsi-
bility and Ethics in Education 
launched its "Pride in BSC Day" 
activities. just after noon on 
Wednesday underneath the Bridge-
water State College tent. This 
event, held on the quadrangle, 
drew those students and faculty 
who are trying to make BSC into 
a closer family. 
Present at the event were 
organizations such as the Massa-
chusetts State College Associa-
tion which is a faculty and 
librarians union, Student Govern-
ment Association, Low Income 
Students for Survival. and the 
_American Federation of States, 
~ities, and· Municipal Employ-
ees~ Each of these groups offernd 
tables with information concer-
ning how their organizati9ns 
figured into the problems and 
further· awarenesses that higher 
public education faces today. 
Also present was the BSC 
Dance Company, directed by Dr. 
Nancy Moses. Before a cheerful 
crowd, the group performed a 
dance called Life is a Ballroom. 
While they performed, tags were 
passed around with slogans 
reading "Pride in Bridgewater" and 
"BSC Belongs to Us." 
Next, professor Lee Dunne 
then introduced the four clowns 
from The Comedy of Errors by 
pointing out a proud moment in 
BS·c history, when those who 
were .involved in the play were 
invited to perform at the 
American College Theatre, Festi-
val last January. 
The event, which lasted for 
under an hour, delighted all those 
who came and participated. It was . 
what CREEd leader, Denny 
Ciganovic, is calling a success, 
although he admits the members 
of CREEd were not sure how the 
even't was goirig to tum out. He 
described it as an event ••coming 
from within the BSC commu-
nity" and said it brought "lots. of 
good feeling." That is the great 




By Robert E. King 
Contributor 
The Coalition for Responsi-
bility and Ethics in Educationrs 
"teach-in" meeting consisted of 
approximately sixty students, 
professors, and faculty. Mem-
bers of the Student Government 
Association and Low Income 
Students for Survival were also 
present They discussed theprob-
coht. onp. 3 
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OMurphy 
cont.fromp. l 
believe that Murphy has the right 
to speak at commencement. 
Ciganovic stated, at a meeting 
yesterday. he would present the 
group with two letters; one 
addressed to Murphy, and another 
addressed to Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees. These letters 
would express the.organization's 
disapproval of Murphy as 
speaker. 
Ciganovic stated that he did 
not want to see the commence-
ment ceremony ruined for the 
graduating seniors. 
·"If a majority of the group 
decided to support the sending of 
these letters, we would then mail 
them from the group," stated 
Ciganovic. "Otherwise. the peo-
ple who are in favor of speaking 
would have their riames left off of 
the letters." Ciganovic stated that 
he would have the results of the 
group by the end qf next week. 
David Rosen, the chief of staff· 
for Murphy, stated that Murphy 
is still looking forward to 
appearing at Bridgewater. He sta-
ted, "it will not be a political 
talk, but one of interest to the 
students." 
Newest fraternity on campus 
has long range goals for BSC 
Three students of Bridgewater 
State College head a group of 
men to start an organization 
which is now a Colony of Tau 
Kappa Epsilon (Teke). This was 
accom- plished through a joint 
effort by Dana C. Cutter~ Larry 
P. Marchese , and Sal Zerilli. 
In the time period between 
February 15 and March 22, these 
three students recruited 34 men 
and became recognized by Greek 
Council, Student Government 
Association, and the admini-
stration as a group aspiring to be 
colony of Teke. Within a short 
period of time, the group was 
recognized by the Grand Chapter 
of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon was 
founded in 1899 and offers many 
services to their members. some 
of which are: job search~ 
insurance programs, awards and 
scholarships, leadership develop-
ment, and several types of student and it involves getting this 
loans. colony through the steps 
Teke is currently the largest necessary to become a Chapter of 
social fraternity in North America Teke, recruiting students who are 
with 321 chapters and colonies active in all aspects of campus 
located in 46 states, the District life, and to serve with various 
of Columbia, and one Canadian organizations outside of the 
Province. Over 170,000 men collegy." Some of these 
have been initiated into Teke, organizations the colony is 
making it the seventh largest in considering are the Big Brother 
terms of total membership of all Program in Brockton and 
national fraternities. working with kids at the 
Within the state of Massachu- Y.M.C.A. in Taunton. 
setts there are currently eight 
chapters and two colonies and 
they are located at: Babson 
College, U of Boston, North-
eastern U, Suffolk U, U of 
Lowell,· Southeastern Massachu-
setts U, Bentley College, W.P .I, 
Merrimack College, and Brandeis 
College. 
Currently the fraternity is 
looking for male students who 
would like to join in the fall of 
the next semester, to help out 
with what Zerilli calls; "creating 
the up and coming fraternity at 
Bridgewater State College." The 
colony is also looking for an 
advisor. who can offer time, According to Cutt~,.,tl;\is 
colony "has a three.fol4 ,, · . ~pn 
to comply~· wit.IU~·tbt:.: · -·~ti'!•M~~r~ 
wled. · e •. an.d 1.· nspiration about 
,,,_.'ii-{' •• · 
THE SIGN OF GOOD CENTS 
PACKAGE ·HANDLERS 
Where else but UPS can you earn:_ 
• $8·9/hour to start . . . . . .· 
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule 
• full time benefits for part time work _"" 
• chance for advancement for men and women alike 
• get paid to getinto shape '' 
• no experience needed 
•and more! 
Contact.your Student Employment office or for mor:e informati~n. ab~ut · 
other shifts call (617) 762-9911. United Parcel Serv.1ce has fac1l1t1es in 
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and 
Warwick, RI. 
I >t< I 
~ United Parcel. Service ... fo.r Unli..riitecl PotentialS Always an EqualOpportunity Emp.Ioyer 
'By tlie 'Way ... 
Financial Aid deadline extended 
The Financial Aid Office has announced that the 
April 3 deadline application priority deadline date has 
been extended to April 17. The reason for the 
extension of the deadline was due to the increased 
staff time associated withimplementing the financial 
aid module of the new college administrative 
computer system, and to allow more time for 
processing. . . . 
The Financial Aid forms have been available m the 
Financial Aid Office and around the campus in 
various locations. Students seeking financial aid for 
the fall semester are asked to complete these forms 
and return them to the Financial Aid Office by April 
17. All applications which are received after this 
deadline will be reviewed on a rolling basis. 
A complete financial aid file consists of a 
processed financial aid form, a Bri~gewater 
Financial Aid application, and appropriate 1988 
Federal Tax forms. Students having any questions 
should contact the Financial Aid Office at 697-1341. 
In addition, the Financial Aid Office will be closed 
to the public on Thursdays, starting April 6, so ~he 
staff can implement the new 1989-1990 processmg 
and awarding cycle on a timely basis. 
Bake sale for homeless to be held 
A group of students from the So~ial Work 
Department will be holding a bake sale on Monday, 
April 24 in two locations. The first will be in the 
BUITill Avenue Academic Building from 7 a.m. until 
7 p.m. The money raised will benefit the hungry and 
homeless people in the area. 
The second location for the bake ~ale will ~. ~t tllC?" 
2 p.m. This group is encouraging everyone on 
campus to show up and help them raise money for 
the homeless· and hungry. 
Anyone who wishes to contribute their own baked 
goods or help the students from the Social Work 
Department should contact Dr. Dorothy Howard at 
extension 1389. 
Thought for the Week====== 
"So long as we love- we serve; so long as we are 
loved by others, I would almost say that we are 
indispensable; and no man is useless while he has a 
friend." 
--Robert Louis Stevenson--
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
o./ / 
"Food!" 
~ ....... - .,__ ... .. ... "'"' ,.. ~ - ""' .,._ -. ., ~· ~- -· - ....... " 
Reflections· is what Kevin Mahoney is casting in the foun-
tain located next to the library, in one of many spring 
days which the campus has been experiencing. (Staff 
photo by Michael Abusheery) 
Corrections 
It has been brought to our attention that the photo of Dave Rumrill was 
miscaptioned on page 5 of the March 30 issue, due to inaccurate 
information. The Comment regrets this error. 
Readers are encouraged to call to the Editors' attention factual errors, 
or errors of omission, by calling our office at 697-1200, ext. 2158, or by 
writingEditor,TheComment,CampusCenter,BSC,Bridgewater,MA 
02325. When justified, corrections will be published promptly and 
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0 Teach-in 
cont.from v. l. 
lems plaguing BSC and higher 
education, and offered some al-
ternatives. 
Six discussion groups were 
formed. Their ideas were re-
corded and presented by speak-
ers to the entire group. Many of 
the ideas presented were similar 
and were unanimously accepted. 
Those who participated in the 
teach-in realized that the atti-
tude about education should 
improve. They felt the attitude 
that state colleges are second 
rate is incorrect. One student said 
"They always brag about Ivy 
League colleges. They are not 
any smarter than w.e are." 
The state and the public should 
have a higher priority foreduca-
tion.Supplies,librarybooks,and 
classes should be restored~ 
Another complaint was that 
when a trustee to a college is 
chosen, more often than not, that 
person graduated from a private 
institution.The groups discussed 
what the criteria are to become a 
trustee, and what they should be. 
Patrick Pearce. of the SGA, 
felt that students should be in-
volved and infonned about is-
sues and be prepared to give 
their input. Students also felt 
upset that they do not receive 
financial aid money until the 
semester is-half over, making it 
difficult to buy books. 
CREEd intends to send this 
information to the trustees and 
other officials. They are also 
planning to send a letter to Lt 
Gov. Evelyn Murphy question-
ing the appropriateness of her 
speaking at Commencement. 
Some members of the group 
would like to refrain from hav-
ing political affiliates speak at 
Commencement. 
Derby Daze to be played 
during final week of April 
By Doug Eckelkamp 
Contributor 
There has been a lot of talk on 
this campus about student 
apathy. Well, all of that is 
changing- and changing for the 
better, as students take off their 
apathy hats, and put on a new 
hat. Actually, the hat is really a 
derby, and during the last week of 
April Sigma Chi will be 
sponsoring the third annual 
Derby Daze, to raise money for 
three worthy charities. 
participate in competitions and 
fun geared at raising spirits, 
involvement, money. and meet-
ing people. Derby Daze started 
over fifty years ago, at the 
University of Californ!a at 
Berkeley, and has since grown to 
become the college world's lar-
gest and most popular (und 
raising event. 
The way Derby Daze works is 
teams of seven ·to ten women 
sign up in front of the bookstore, 
. during the week April 10-14. 
The money raised will go to Re 
Cleo Wallace Center in Colorado, 
The Children's Clinic on Cam-
pus, and a Memorial Scholarship 
in the name of Terry Aucoin. 
If there are students who are 
tired of sitting around wishing for 
.,.u,,~.,1,0~1~,,'.,~L.1~~~~~,kd,:. ,'t;~;v~·~~~~-!!J-11~;~~~~·••-•••1111111••-•f---~M~·~· a.ted 'that over 350 
women will be gathering to It is our goal to produce a high-quality newspaper, measuring up to, or 
exceeding. industry standards in every possible way. Your assistance 
in meeting this goal is greatly appreciated. 
They will then be given all the 
ipf'ormation neededto participate. 
a fun way to enjoy spring 
weather, find seven to ten friends 
and sign up. More information 
may be obtained from any 
member of the Sigma Chi fra-
ternity. All students. are invited to 
come watch, cheer for friends, and 
participate. The events will be 
held the week of April 25-30~ 
-------------~--! :~~~~t41ii!fii•>nlii¥i7ii! ,,,~~: 
I Are you ready for the 
SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE or MCAT? 
Just bring in this coupon for your 
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND EVALUATION. 
·1 BOSTON: 142 BERKELEY STREET (617) 266-TEST 
CAMBRIDGE: 727 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE (617) 868-TEST 
: NEWTO~ 79ilWTij) iN 
STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aNTER LTD. 
I . I 
l One coupon good for 2 people at.time of presentation. May not be \ 




For~al Outlet 50°/o Savings 
*BRIDESMAID'S *MOTHER'S 
*FLOWER GIRLS *EVENING WEAR 
*PROM GOWNS *FLOWER GIRLS 
Xfi.tli{eens J'orma{ Out{et 
AT SUPERIOR CLEANERS 
435 Pleasant St., Fall River, MA 1-508-674-9566 
HOURS: Mon-Sat. 10-5 Closed Wed., Open Evenings By Appointment, 
·•I 
You are invited to our t 
SUMMER 
t APRIL 12,1989 t 
t 11:oo·A.M. - 3:00 P.M. t t CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM t 
t Drawing for door prizes to be held! ' Prizes courtesy of • Dorr's Stati_onery • United Parcel Service (UPS) • Gotshalk's Clothing • 
t co-sponsored· by 
Career Planning & l 
Referral Service Placement Office ' 
For more information contact: 697-1232 or 697-1328 
L ..... -...- .,... _ _.... .,.._....,Free to a11· 411111ma•J•ors• .... :,,•,., :•: ~ •:; ,~·~: ·:~ ...... ·~ . •: ~;•; ::•: :·~·~ ...... ~ :•: :·~· ~·~ ~·::: ~ 
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Medeiros announces bid for 
student trustee position 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
·currently thePresident of the Student 
Government Association~ Marcia 
Medeiros is "moving up the ladder," as 
she has announced her candidacy for the 
position of student trustee. Being the 
SGA president. Medeiros feels that she 
can continue to work for the students as 
trustee. 
As student trustee, Medeiros bas stated 
that she will "vote against any and all 
tuition or fee increases." She nOtes that 
she was a leader against the $125 fee, md 
she will continue this position. 
Medeiros cites other accom-
plishments, which she feels makes her the 
qualified candidate. These include the 
pursuing of legal action against the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the 
$125 retroactive fees, being Chairman of 
the Congress. working on the Curriculum 
and Education Committee and Ways and 
Means Committee. Her final goal which 
she lists is "providing open communi-
cations for all the students" at Bridgewater 
State College. 
Marcia Medeiros 
gain the credibility of administration, as 
well as balance it with the student's 
needs." She states that she has already 
established this credibility. Medeiros also 
states that even though she has gained this 
respect, she "is. not afraid to voice her 
opinfon or talce action when necessary." 
. Her last campaign slogan called her. 
"the qualifier. candidate." She says this 
continues to hold true. As Trustee, she 
also hopes "to improve the quality of 
Here & There 
INTERNATIONAL 
South Africa's fighting rages on 
South Africa's Foreign 
Minister, Roelof "Pik" Botha, 
demanded the U.N. Security 
Council condemn the South West 
Africa People's Organization for 
the incursions into Namibia from 
Angola and said the guerrillas' 
bid to establish bases in the area 
had "misfired". 
South African-backed clashed 
with SW APO guerillas on the 
third day of a chaotic United· 
Nations independence program 
yesterday as the death toll rose to 
more than 160 and U.N. officials 
struggled with the problem of 
ending .the bloodshed. 
Speaking at a conference on 
Namibia in Harare, Zimbabwe, 
SW APO guerilla leader Sam 
NATIONAL 
Nujoma accused South Africa of 
losing "murder squads" on his 
men and called South African 
accountsa of the fighting 
"figments of Pretoria's imag- · 
inatiori." 
Explaining the presence of his 
troops in Namibia, Nujoma said, 
"SWAPO forces were gathering 
themselves, expecting to be 
confined to bases, by U.N. 
military components, but they did 
not expect to be attacked by 
South African troops. 
Officials put the death toll at 
162, including 141 guerrillas and 
21 police. The worst day of 
fighting was Sunday, in which 
97guerrillasand15 police died. 
Cheeseburgers can benefit your· health 
Medeiros believes that she has already 
oriented herself with the position of 
student trustee by attending trustee 
meetings since J anuazy. 
education that BSC students deserve and to A researcher said· Tuesday that and recent studies have indicated represent the entire Bridgewater com- cheeseburgers cooked on a that substances produced by munity; commuters and residents alike." charcoal grill may have rather cooking hamburger cause cancer The new campaign slogan Medeiros is interesting health benefits, in rats. using states, "ready from day one to be a including cancer fighting Michael Pariza, a food Medeiros states that the job description great trustee." Medeiros feels this is a properties. Even though he found microbiologist at the University of this position is. important. Medeiros true statement and will use it in the hopes that fats found in grilled of Wisconsin in Madison, said, ~.ha~~~~~~~~ ~~.~~s~t~• ~~~~~~~·~-~~-~~~~~~~~·--~-~~.~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~=~~~~~~~~ ~~~ihltcM~~~~~~ ~(~~~h~~~~u~ in mice, the researcher cautioned mutagemc activity. . 
ATTENTION 
ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
CLUB BUDGET PACKETS FOR THE FALLSEMESTER 
WILL BE AVAILABLE THURSDAY, APRIL 6,1989 
IN THESTUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE. 
SGA TREASURER CHRIS CONCHERI WILL SPEAK 
ON THE PREPARATION OF SEMI-ANNUAL AND 
ANNUAL BUDGETS INTHE DEMONSTRATION ROOM, 
ON APRIL 7 ,1989 AT 3:00 P.M. 
the discovery is not a signal to Pariza and his colleagues 
"chow down" on cheeseburgers. discovered that a fatty_ acid call~d Eating a large amount of conjugated linoleic acid, CLA, m hamburger at the popular cookout grilled hamburger and processed· 
mainstay has long been cheeses tended to act as discouraged by health experts, anti-cancer agents in mice. 
Pilecki resigns .. froI,D Fitchburg position 
Wanting to put the sex. scandal 
in 1986 that led to his resignation 
behind him, former Westfield 
State College President Francis 
Pilecki will leave the public 
higher education system. . 
Pilecki, · 54, has moved out of · 
state and has resigned from. his 
tenured teaching job· at Fitchburg 
State College.For nearly . two 
years, Pilecki has drawn a 
63,000-a-year professor's salary 
at the college despite an. illness 
that has kept him from teaching·.· 
any classes. 
. · 
· In 19 86, Pilecld resigned the 
Westfield presidency after he was 
indicted by a Hampden County 
grand jury for the ~eged sexual. 
assault of two male students. 
He was found innocent 
following a ttial in .one case, and 
the remaining charges were 
dropped after a settlement was 
reached in a civil suit brought by 
the other student. 
LOCAL=============-==== 
South Shore Plaza's theft. rate decreases 
Braintree has hac[ a large di-op 
in thefts of · Firebirds and 
Camaros, the popular cars among 
the thieves in Braintree. ·This is 
the result of the Braintree police's 
instituted. policy to stop ·an 
Firebirds arid Camaros around 
the South Shore Plaza. Police 
· report a 71 percent decrease·in the 
· number of those· models stolen. 
Four hundred drivers of these 
models have been stopped in the . 
past three months. Only five have · 
been st9len, compared to 17 in 
the same three-month period last 
year. .. 
Compiled by Pamela L. Grimes . Comment staff ·· ·--·--,--~· __ ...;.......;....;,_,_,:;...._."3, .... __ ..... __ .......... --'-' ___ ~;....;;..;..~··.;,;;.;· ~·~·-=·:..:.· . =~·.:;....;;.'""-:.::,;,:..:~-~-::· :-.~~,:.~:.;.:.,~ . .;:;:=...;,.~·~·:;.;.~"..., . ...,..;..: ,-;,-:.;;;,;-_-;.·;;~ .. ~;· .;.~.;,;,,-";.:;. ,. '.,, ·-:"':"-";:':::.~·.;":""·'"":: .. !;'t".:":·~.~~"'!':--··"~.·-~~·~·~·o'lf·'!"'···~~f-'.,,;.;.;_.,.~-·~·''·'·~,,.:;,:..~.~:~.#;:::.;~.;::~~~=-:_. 
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~ORR:ISON J:NCORPOR..A.TED 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES: 4721 MORRISON DRIVE, P.O. BOX 160266, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36625 
ATTENTION: ALL CAMPUS STUDENTS 
A limited pizza delivery program is now in effect Thurs-
days and Fridays (7:30p.m. - ll:OOp.m.) 
CALL IN AND DELIVERY SCHEDULE 
(call in) (delivery at) 
Pope Hall 7:00 7:30 
9:00 9:30 
Scott Hall 7:20 7:50 
9:20 9:50 
Woodward Hall 7:45 8:15 
9:45 10:15 
Student Apartments 8:10 8:40 
10:10 10:40 
Shea-Durgin 8:30 9:00 
10:30 11:00 
:,,,~~'¥'~'~''·'~~f\~~~~~1¥i~~·"1·11'1Q1'1•&~1.iee .Wui;U: ... ~ ·charged for each pizza. Val id 
meal ticket .strtdents·•will be charged l/2 of tbe orginal·price; 
all other students with: valid I.D.'s will receive a 25% dis-
count. You may use either points or<;ash. Witheach.-call-in, 
the student must give their social security nuiriber. With. 
each pick-up th~ student must present the l.D. and social 
security number. Delivery will be made in the lobby of all 
these locations. To call in dial ext. 2161or697-6830 
PIZZA CHOICES AND PRICES 
Original price 
Large plain $5.90 , 
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Viewpoint 
Bridgewater can do 
better than Murphy 
A meal fit for a king? 
E velyn Murphy,. the Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts, will be the 
speaker at this spring's com-
mencement exercises. 
And members of the campus 
are not happy. 
But who could blame the~ e 
people. First, a select group of 
college officials, namely the 
Executive Board members of the 
Board of Trustees, decided it 
would be in the interests of the 
college to have her speak. 
Normally, a variety of people 
are questioned as to what person 
they would like to have speak. 
But, not this time. 
associated with an office which 
has been in favor of cuts in the 
education budget, it is basically 
condoning this action, stating that 
we accept what is going on. 
Now is not the time to "make 
nice" with the commonwealth. 
The college does not need any 
more outrageous political moves. 
There have been too many in the 
past year. This fall under that 
"outrageous" category. 
The 1f select" group of trustees 
should take the entire college into 
consideration when making de-
cisions, and find out their 
opinion, instead of chosing a 
person who "would-be gover-
nor." This illustrates the Trustees 
Second, they chose a person had alterior motives when they 
who is deeply connected with an made their decision concerning 
administration that has severely this matter. Why else would they 
cut funding to all colleges and choose Murphy? 
universities in the higher edu- This "select group" seems to 
cation system. thrive on the idea of acting on 
Not a productive move. their own. They are good at it. 
Finally, the person they chose They have all proven this in the 
as speaker is also the leading not-so-recent past. · 
candidate for the 1990 gubena- Commencement.is supposed to 
torial race, who .could tum her be one of the most remembered 
sto -over and s eech at Bridge.., events in one's lifetime~ Let's not -~--•~•~"'"a!f"!· ~·o~· ~ren'~~~~ ............. --e~aveitremc;r'Ilrerea" aifllie.p1ace""'' 
That is not what the students of Murphy started her campaign. 
BSC need and deserve at their Find someone other than 
commencement Evelyn Murphy to be commence-
To the Editor: 
I hope that this letter might prompt a 
little research into a recent problem I had 
at the ·commuter cafeteria. 
I purchased a roast beef syrian with 
lettuce and tomato and was about to take 
my third bite when I peered more closely 
at the spot and tilted the sandwich slightly 
under the light, and saw there was a 
definite green tinge as well. I shifted the 
sandwich up and down and to my dismay 
the meat was not only colorful, it was 
shimmering. It reminded me of fish 
scales. Could it have been that my tomato 
and lettuce had bled onto the beef? (Then 
what made it shine?) Could it be a 
government grading stamp? (Not one I'd 
ever seen.) 
I double checked the flap of offending 
meat to make sure my eyes hadn't deceived 
me. No, the beef was a bright as if it had 
been touched with Day-Glow paints. I 
brought it up to the sandwich counter in 
the cafeteria. 
The woman at the counter was 
surprisingly not surprised to see the roast 
"It's iridescent," she explained matter-
of-factly ~ as though that made it edible. 
"But why?" I wanted to know. She 
shrugged. and leaned forward to confide, 
"They tell us it's just iridescent. They 
say it's okay. But I wouldn't eat it either." 
She slid the plate and sandwich into the 
garbage. "Do you want some turkey 
instead? Nice turkey here." 
"No. I'll have tuna." For the past year 
and a half I'd had tuna on every visit to 
this cafeteria, but I think at that moment I 
was inspired by the scaly look of the roast 
beef. At least I could identify such 
irregularities on tuna fish as characteristics 
of marine life. 
I ate the tuna, which was the same 
bland colorless affair it always is, and tired 
not to think how much of that strange 
glowing matter I had ingested in two 
distracted bites of my sandwich. 
Perhaps you could comment on why 
food which is iridescent is served in 
school lunchrooms; why cafeteria workers 
are serving what they don't trust enough 
to eat themselves. Where does this strange 
"beef' come from? Why does it glow? 
Barbara Kerin Duquette 
Class of 1990 
By allowing a person who is ment speaker. 
Zeoli and staff commended 
A call for concern over 
Carver Pond's condition 
To the Editor: 
In separate actions, Dr. Jahoda and I 
have asked Dave Zeoli. the campus 
manager for Morrison's Custom 
Management , to consider ways of 
reducing and ultimately eliminating 
foam products (cups, plates) and plastic 
utensils on campus. The reason is that 
these products are non-biodegrabable 
and pose a problem to the environment. 
Zeoli and his staff moved quickly on 
these requests and have already replaced 






Michael R. Abusheery 
Sports Editor 
Tom Magee 
great percentage of plastic utensils with 
silverware. He and his staff are to be 
commended for taldng quick action and 
favoring the environment, even though · 
these new products are more expensive. 
I thank and commend Zeoli and his 
staff for the decision and felt that the 
rest of the college community should 
be made aware of these recent changes. 
Sincerely, 
Denny Ciganovic, Director 
Car~r Planning and Placement · 
To the Editor: 
An open letter to all students of Bridge-
water State College: 
The college has received a complaint 
regarding trash being left by college 
students in· the Carver's Pond area. Please 
be advised that Bridgewater State College 
students are expected to respect comm-
unity property. Further, trespassing on 
private property is strictly prohibited. 
Be a good neighbor. Individuals who 
neglect personal responsibility in this 
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Letters & Columns 
Just like the good old days ... again 
OMNIBUS 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
The Registrar's Office has announced 
that they are once again changing the 
process of registration. The "new way" is 
the "old way"-- meaning the process that 
was in place three years ago has returned. 
In .honor of this auspicious event, here is 
a song which reflects upon the past trials 
and tribulations of registering for classes 
under the old system. It is sung by a 
member of the Registar's Office and a 
BSC student. lt's called, Ah, yes, I 
remember it well. 
Registrar personnel: You were in the 
class of 1989. 
You waited in line for half-an-hour to 
get into the ballroom. 
I waited that long -- and two hours 
more to get into the ballroom. 
Ah, yes, I remember it well~ 
You received your registration cards 
with the utmost efficiency. 
I never received my cards. You did not 
have them for me at the door. 
Ah, yes, I remember it well. 
Once inside the ballroom, you stood in 
utter amazement at our· system of 
registration. 
Once inside the ballroom, I stood in 
utter amazement at the fact that so few 
people could make a process so hopelessly 
difficult. 
Ah, yes, I remember it well. 
You left the class registration process 
feeling happy, healthy , overjoyed, and 
satisfied. 
I left the class registration process 
feeling frustrated, confused, with a 
headache, and needing aspirin. 
Ah, ves, I remember it well. 
This year, we will be implementing the 
computer card system of selecting classes, 
again. Bringing back all these good times 
we once shared. 
Good God. Why? Give us a break! 
Ah, yes, I remember it well. 
This system is the best. that's why it 
returned. .· 
You said that about the last ones, too. 
Ah, yes, I remember it well. 
· BSC student: I was in the class of 
1990. 
You rushed to the tables, getting the 
courses you had desired for so long. 
line, only to get to the table and not have 
the course open or available. 
I remember this experience all Loo well. 
Believe, me, it's one that you'll never 
forget. Ah, yes, I remember it well. I rushed to the table to stand in a long Ah, yes, I remember it well. 
Questions rasied about resident hall security 
Resident students themselves hold key to many of the answers 
By John R. Burns, III 
Comment staff 
Why were these men able to hours, till the ca1\ was made to 
make their way through the Campus Police at 10 p.m.? 
i~••· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h~c~~W~IUiA~co~d~g w published 
,,..,,.,,,:_News..: Item: zstat dnce 'at 'third oar, e ore .Campus Police reports, is this (at least) the 
Pope Hall ... resulted in the arrest were notified? second such incident at Pope Hall 
of three males who entered the According to one resident, the in the past year? 
(women's) dormitory unescorted men apparenl,ly entered by a side 
and Imcha.llenged.' door, before that entrance was 
Why? secured and alarmed. between 6. 
Why were three men able to and 6:30 p.m. 
walk into an allegedly secure Why, if this is the case, did 
women's residence hall without nobody notice or report three 
being challenged? unescorted men for at least three 
jt..,._---·-----~---------'-' __ _ 
........ 
. . . ... ~ . . 
....... ,· .. '·''. 
-.. .•r I 
10,bviously we cannot make 
prisons or our dorms, but some 
security must be maintained~ 
However, while there are other 
problems with the system, the 
majority of the blame for this 
incidcm can be attributed to the 
residents who \ct it occur. 
Reportedly, the room that 
called Lhe police was not the firsl 
o;ne visited by the intruders. 
Whydidn 1tsomebody caU earlier?· 
Don't .the resid.ents of these 
rooms know the dorm 1s 
regulations- requiring that. male 
guests be escorted? 
The rules that currently exist 
may be sufficient,· but unless 





takes part in enforcing them, they 
arc use\css. 
How many 1nnn.» cases wi\\ we. 
have to report before people get 
the hinL'l 
Everybody on. tbis campus. is 
re,spo11sible for their own safety, 
as we11 · as that of .their fellow 
students. 
That responsibility must be 
taken seriously,· or next time the 
results. may not be so positive. 
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Children's Physical 
Mike Arsenault (left) and his assistant work on 
stabilitv (laterality) with their child. 
Since the Spring of 1973. Bridgewater State College has supported a program which fosters community 
service. The program affords students from all majors the opportunity to volunteer their time working with 
children and youth with special needs in a clinical physical and motor program on Saturday mornings. 
What started 16 years ago. as a pilot program to meet the physical, motor and leisure needs of twenty children, 
has grown into a well established program. Nearly 100 college students volunteer their time as clinicians to work 
with 85 children with special needs from nearly 40 Southeastern Massachusetts communities. 
Children come to the Clinic from diverse sources; The New England.Medical Center, Children's Hospital, 
as well as physical therapists and social workers at the Department of Public·. Health, school systems, 
pediatricians, and psychologists have ref erred children to the Clinic. As news of the program has spread, 
numerous parent inquiries have also been received. 
The goal, of the Clinic program is to enhance each child's physical and motor development. Recreational skills 
oftheparticipantsareimprovedtooastheyleamtousetheirleisuretimeinasatisfyingandconstructivemanner. 
This is achieved through group activity in which the child becomes aware of his or her ability to function suc-
cessfully and with others, even though his or herperfonnance level is not very high. Through this process. doors 
are opened for each child's fuller participation in leisure and recreation programs within society now, and ul-
timately. as an adult. 
The program is directed by Dr. Joseph Huber, who worked extensively with the first clinic of this kind 
developed at the University of Maryland, and Professor Johanne Smith. Dr. Huber and his staff received the 
Manuel Carbalo Governor's Award for Excellence in Public Service in 1985. 
The Clinic is the largest group on campus with over 100 student clinicians representing most of the college's 
majors. 
The Clinic is·now accepting applications from students for the Fall 1989 semester. Applications may be 
obtained at Dr. Huber's office, Room 103 in the Kelly Gym. 
Won't you come down and join us in our efforts to make a difference in the lives of the children with special 
needs we serve? You will not be disappointed. 
Ultimately, the Clinic experience may help you to grow professionally. Graduates of Bridgewater State 
College have often referred to their Clinic experience when applying for a professional position and/or graduate 
school. 




Help yourself while helping others, 
Think ahead for the Fall semester· 
Deadline· for' applications -·. · 
is May 19, 1989 
The tetherball\as used by Trisio Cullen can be a great tool 
torteachirig the basic of eye-hand coordination. 
The start of rhythmic breathing being taught by Janna Richardson. 
' ..... 1' , 
_ _!_. ; J• 
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~nevelopmental Clinic 
.. ,~Mel Gonsalves playing defense and teaching his 
child how +o pivot and turn toward the basket. · 
Ready ,get set, GOl Kerry Gearing steadies herchlfd 
before fhe big slide. · · 
K:erriAnnrio1anergivessupportto'herchildwhoistearningthebasics otlaterality . 
.. · li;lll 
Sport skills are very important for .all children to learn. Andr~a .Estrella 
develops skills of baseball with her chifd. . :: .. 
·~ . ' 
.. , 
.. ·:; ;<·~. _· . 
.-t- ·' : ·i, 
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Campus Conversation 
-What are the signs of spring 
you look for? 
With Deb Willis 
When there are a lot of 
motorcycles around and 






You see robins and see 
the buds on the trees and 










I look at the calendar. 
Lionel Yearwood 
Breakfast 




Scrambled eggs/ sausage 
Toast/butter/jelly 






Assorted juices/ douglmuts 
Cold cereal 
Eggs to order 
French toast 
Toas~utter/jelly 
Assorted juices/ doughnuts 
Cold cereal 
Eggs to order 
Waffles 
Toast/butter/jelly 







Assorted juices/ doughnuts 
Cqldcereal 
Fresh fruit 
Scrambled eggs/ bacon 
Pancakes/syrup 
Toast/butter/jelly 






Everybody hanging out 




Chicken noodle soup 
Cheese pizza 
Beef potpie 




Tlllla noodle casserole 
Cauliflower 
French frie8 





French onion soup 


















I know its spring when 




Chicken noodle soup 
Baked chicken 







Potato au gratin 
Peas/ onions/ com 
Vegetable beef soup 
Beef burgundy 
Fried clam roll 
. Onion rings 
Carrots/ green f>eans 
French onion soup 
Bacon burger 
BBQ Chicken cutlet 
French fries 
Zucchini & tomato 
Soup dujour 
Pepper steak 
Baked ham/ sauce 
Scalloped potato 
Carrots/ green beans 
Clam chowder 







Baked potato bar 
Chineese mixed vegetables 
.... - ,.. ................... '~ ,.. .... ,. ........... - .. 
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Ray Boston brings summer fun to BSC 
Everybody danced to that funky music that Roy Boston and his, trusty guitar played to 
audience all night long. This was his third year at BSC. The event was sponsor(9d by the 
Campus Center Program Committee. (Staff photo by Debro Willis) 
Getting the giggles m comedy clubs 
If laughter really is the best 
medicine, then Boston is in fine 
shape. The comedy scene is alive 
and well in Boston - just look at 
the number of opportun1ties 
available to see live comics in 
action. Everyone loves a good 
laugh, and with the relatively 
inexpensive cover charges, 
Boston comedy clubs are an 
excellent choice for a night on 
the town. Most clubs admit all 
ages to at least some of their 
sho~s. 
· David Dillon is the general 
manager of Catch a Rising Star 
in Cambridge. The club is part 
of a chain of comedy clubs, and 
has been in operation for about 
two years. Dillon attributes the 
popularity of comedy in the 
Boston. area to the "level of 
intellect" that is found here, with 
so many colleges in and around 
the Hub. 
time," says Dillon. "It's sort of 
an' 'Outlet:,f<:>r.,:peopie~~''"' With its 
Harvard Square location, one 
might think that Catch a Rising 
Star would be full of students 
from the Yard. but he says that 
the crowds are ''very mixed," with 
many young professionals 
attending. 
Bill Downes andPaul·Barclay. 
co-owners of the Comedy Con-
nection, have been called the 
"kingpins of Boston comedy" by 
the Boston Herald. The Comedy 
Connection is the longest-
running comedy club of its type 
in New England, celebrating its 
twelfth anniversary this spring. 
Why is his type of club so 
popular? · 
'Because we're nice guys," 
chuckles Downes. "I think the 
style is appealing. 11 When people 
walk into a cabaret-style environ-
ment, says Downes, people are at 
ease. "People enjoy laughter of 
any type," he says. 
t'When we started 11 er 12 
The comedy scene in the area years ago," ·says. Downes,.we 
"has been building for a l<».Tg . .didn't realize "the immediate 
popularity of it, the massive 
nature of what we're dealing 
with." · ·· 
In addition to the comedy clubs 
in town,. many area nightclubs 
and restaurants are . featuring 
"comedy nights." One such 
night is at the Charlie Horse on 
Route 18 in Abington, which 
features comedy every Wednesday 
night at 10. The manager said the 
shows were started because "other 
clubs are doing it, and to attract 
more business." He said that 
business is up on Wednesdays 
since the comedy started. There is 
a $2 cover charge and you must 
be 21 or over. 
-For area comedy listings, 
consult Calendar magazine in 
Thursday's Boston Globe, the 
entertainment section of Friday's 
Herald, or the Boston Phoef!iX. 
Or to save you some time, here 
are the four big names in comedy 
clubs in Boston: 
The Comedy Connection 
- 76 ·Warrenton St., Boston~ 
(617} :J91-9()22 Tickets $6~$10~. 
cont. on p. I3 
By Crutlin Andrews 
Comment staff 
This past Saturday, the 
Bridgewater Campus Center 
Program Committee sponsored 
the largest weekend event, 
compared to the annual home-
coming weekend. Ray Boston 
returned with his summer time, 
any time beach party for his third 
year. 
The event was a sell out. The 
crowd was not there only for the 
Haagen-Dazs ice cream, the golf 
and twister games, the pool, and 
the sunlamps-- the crowd mainly 
stayed on the dance floor. 
With t-shirt giveaways- every 
member of the audience tried to 
strut their stuff to win the orange 
guard shirts. The categories of 
dance ability ranged from being 
the best party-train leader, to best 
upper and lower body movement. 
Along with some Beach Boys 
music, party trains, and other 
beachy music-- the night was 
certainly filled with fun. 
Although there was some 
confusion for those who forgot 
their BSC LD. (which is required 
for entering every Campus Center 
event)-- after those people got 
their I.D.'s the majority of the 
group who attended enjoyed 
themselves. 
The beach party was a 
successful event~ and helped the 
community get prepared for 
spring fever. Many people got to 
show off their tans from spring 
break, while others just had the 
illusion of being on the beach. 
It's just six weeks till those 
summer nights .with the sand, the 
sun, the water, and the Beach 
Boys playing on the radio. 
Summer break is a time everyone 
is getting ready for! 
A couple of. beach bums soak up some rays beach 
party, held Saturday night. (Staff photo by Debra Willis) 
J)ance· Com·p-any has all 
the right moves 
Don't miss it! Dance 
Kaleidoscope '89 presented by 
Bridgewater Dance Company is 
-performing April 14 and 15. 
Get your tickets now at the 
Rondileau ticket office. Tickets 
are $3 for adults and $2 for 
children. 
Gannon. 
This year there are two guest 
performers, Sharron· Weiner 
and adjunct faculty member 
Daurene Scullen. Also, this 
performance has two guest 
choreographers, Patty Rayburg 
. and Kari Wengel. 
· The show has many exciting 
dances to offer, don't lose out 
Bridgewater Dance· Company ~ poses for a photo and en~ourages ·students and faculty to . 
attend their performance April 14 and 15. (Photo contributed.by BSC Dance Company) 
Dr. Nancy Moses directed 
this program. Some of the 
student choreographers are, 
Melissa Tarzopoulos, Nancy· 
Wade, James Curtin, and Kim 
· on this chanc,e to see the BSC 
Dance Company show it's.true 
colors. 
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John Moore 
John Moore new 
resident artist 
With funding fr0m,,.the_ Glass 
of 1936, the Department of Art is 
sponsoring an Artist-in--
Residency program for the spring 
semester 1989. John Moore, 
professor of painting at Boston 
University, will visit the college 
and specifically at the art depart-
ment during the day on April 13. 
Moore will present an illustrated 
lecture on the evening of April 
13 at 7:30 in the lecture hall in 
the Maxwell Library. During his 
lecture, hewill display examples 
of his own work, along with a 
discussion of the contemporary 
art world. On April 14, Moore 
will host Bridgewater students 
from classes in Twentieth 
Century Art and Painting at his 
studio, at Boston University. 
Moore· who joined the Boston 
University faculty in September 
'88, previously taught for many 
years at Tyler School of Art, 
Temple UniversJty in Phila-
1-== 
~====l't 
delphia where ,bo,,>1<eh.affied!-"'*'ec'' 
department of painting and 
sculpture. 
Moore is a national acclaimed 
realist painter who received his 
M.F.A. from Yale University. 
His work is represented in the 
collections of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (NY), the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art and 
Yale University Gallery, among 
others. 
Moore has received a number 
of awards such as the Childe 
Hass am A ward, American 
Academy of Arts and Letters.? and 
a Visual Artists Fellowship in 
Painting from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. He is 
represented by Hirschl and Adler 
Modem, New York City. Further 
details may be obtained from 
Professor Stephen Smalley, 
department of arts, B.S.C., 697-
1359. 
'"~w oV.fhere, Mew and Dact:, 19 what · · · 
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0 Comedy clubs 
cont.from p.11 
depending on day. Shows Sun-
day, Tuesday through Thursday. 
8:45 p.m.; Friday 9 and 11 p.m.; 
Saturday 7:30, 9:30 and 11 :45 
p.m. All ages shows are on 
Sunday, Tuesday through 
Thursday, and the early shows on 
Friday and Saturday. 
Catch a Rising Star - 30 
John F. Kennedy St.. Cambridge 
(617) 661-9887 Cover $5 to $10, 
depending on day. Open Mike 
Night on Sunday, 8:30 p.m. 
Open Mike Night and New 
Talent Showcase, Monday 8:30 
p.m. Performances Tuesday 
through Thursday, 8:30 p.m.; 
Friday, 8:30 and 11 p.m.; 
Saturday, 7:30. 9:45 p.m. and 
midnight All ages all shows. 
Stiches Comedy Club -
969 Commonwealth Ave., 
Boston. (617) 254-3939 Tickets 
$3-$10, depending on day. Shows 
Wednesday and Thursday 9 p.m.; 
Friday 9 and 11 p.m.; Saturday 8 
·and IO p.m., midnight. 
Nick's Comedy Stop - 100 
Warrenton St., Boston. (617) 
482-0930 Tickets $3-$12, 
depending on day. Shows 
Monday, 8:30 p.m., Open Mike 
Night; Tuesday through Thursday 
8:30 p.m.; .Friday and Saturday, 
8, 10 and 11:30 p.m.; Sunday, 9 
p.m. 
These are only a partial listing 
of all of the many laughter . 
opportunities available. It might 
be advisable to call ahead and 
reserve: tickets for weekend 
shows, as they become more 
popular by the day. 
If Boston is too far away for 
the evening. April 12 in the C.C. 
Ballroom the Campus Center 
Program Committee is bringing 
three of comedians affiliated with 
the Comedy Connection. Tickets 
are $2, available at the 
information booth. 
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Som~ tricks they'll never learn. 
If animals were responsible for their own 
birth control, there might not be a need to 
kill 13 .5 million unwanted dogs and cats 
each year. That's the cost of not having your 
pet spayed or neutered. Fixed. 
Even bringing a litter of puppies or kittens to 
an animal shelter is no guarantee they'll find a 
home before room has to be made for more. 
Having your pet spayed or neutered is 
the only way to reduce the sad number of 
ownerless dogs and cats destroyed this year. 
And it will also increase your pet's chances 
of living a longer and healthier life. That 
responsibility is yours alone. 
You'll never stop your pets from acting 
naturally. But if you love them, you'll have 
them fixed. 
Talk to your veterinarian. Or contact the 
MSPCA for a free information packet on birth 
control for your pet. 
on the move 
for animals 
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
350 South Huntington.A~enue, B~ston, MA 02130 (617) 522-7400 (In the Springfield area, call (413) 736-2992.) 





lp.m., CREEd (The Coalition for 
Responsibility and Ethnics in Edu-
cation) will be worltjng with the 
Facilities Department to clean up 
the campus. All work items will be 
provided- rakes, bags, etc. We 
would like to have 35-40 volun-
teers. Where to report? At 9 a.m., 
come to the garage behind Harring-
ton Hall. Work crews will be as-
sembled and go from there to vari-
ous parts of the campus. If you can 
only work for a few hours vs. the 
whole time, we still would like you 
to come. Everyone welcome. Let's 
get the campus looking great for 
upcoming events and the rest of 
spring. 
Wall Street Journal's 
Managing Your 
Career 
The CPP Office has two free 
handouts which might be of inter-
est to you. There are different pub-
lications of the Wall Street Journal 
entitled Managing Your Career. 
One is amagazine Upwardly Mobile 
Career Strategies for the 1990' s, 
sponsored by Honda; the other is 
. the Spring '89 newspaper edition 
which includes many excellent ar-
ticles such as - internship posts 
around the world, eightcritical skills 
recruiters seek in potential new 
hires, 
Health Services 
Because of recent changes in 
Massachusetts laws regarding 
medication, Health Services will 
no longer be able to dispense pre-
scription medication. This will not 
affect the other services presently 
being offered in Health Services. 
· When it is determined that a stu-
dent needs a prescription medica-
tion, a prescription will be given to 
be filled at a local pharmacy. 
If you have any questions re-
garding this change, please call 
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Janice Murphy, at Health Services 
at 697-1252. 
CPP April '89 
Workshops 
For the month of April 
Mon. 10 12-1 p.m. Resume 
Wed. 26 2-3:30 p.m. Inter-
viewing 
Thurs. 27 12-1 p.m. Resume 
AllWorkshopsrequireindividu-
als to sign up for them at least one 
wee~ in advance. 
Anorexia-Bulimia 
Support Group 
Meeting to Be Held 
An anorexia-bulimia anony-
mous support group will be meet-
ing weekly in the Seminar Room, 
located in the Adrian Rondileau 
Campus Center, each Thursday 
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
All individuals who feel they 
would benefit from an accepting, 
non-judgmental forum in dealing 
with eating disorders are welcome 
to attend. 
If you have any questions re-
garding this meeting, you may 
contact Mrs. Murphy, of Health 
Services, at 697-1252. 
AIDS Awareness Day 
There will be an AIDS Aware-
ness Day on Wednesday, April 19, 
from 12-2p.m. Itwillbelocatedon 
the ground floor of the Campus 
Center. It will be sponsored by the 
Society for Health Improvements 
and Preventatives (S.H.I.P.). The 
event is designed to increase aware-
ness, within the Bridgewater com-
munity, of the AIDS epidemic. Vid-
eos, handouts, and a guest speaker 
will all be a part of this informa-
tional presentation. Everyone is 
encouraged to attend. 
Care'er Vision 
Recruiting Event 
Career Vision from New York 
City will be holding its RECRUIT 
'89 event at the Hynes Convention 
Center in Boston on April 13-14, 
1989. More than 75 companies are 
expected to be present and will be 
interviewing for vacancies/ex-
pectedopenings within theirorgani-
zation. It is for both liberal arts and 
technical students. 
Cost is $15. Additional infonna-
tionand aregistration form areavail-
able in the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. 
Attention Senior Ed 
Majors-MERC 
Conference 
MERC stands for the Massachu-
setts Educational Recruiting Con-
sortium -agroup of30-35 colleges/ 
universities with teacher education 
programs. MERC is holdings it 
annual 3 day recruiting event in 
Boston on April 18, 19, and 20 at 
the Park Plaza Hotel and Towers. 
Between 85-95 school systems 
from throughout the U.S. and some 
from New England will be present. 
To learn more about it you need to 
contact the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. No one will be 
admitted without the proper regis-
tration materials which are only 
available in the CPP office. 
Notice from Maxwell 
Library 
Copicards allowing the use of 
copy machines without coins are 
now available at the Maxwell Li-
brary. Co pi cards may be purchased 
from a dispenser located on the 
ground floor of the library near the 
bill changer. $1 purchases an initial 
card with a value of $1. Each sub-
sequent $1 revaluation of the card 
isvaluedat$1.10. Depositof$5 re-
values the card for $5.60; $10 for 
$11.40 and $20 for $23.50. 
Asinthepast, therecentlyrecon-
ditioned copy machines accept 
coins. Cost of the coin copies re-
mains at .10 each. 
Orthopedic 
Examination Clinics 
The college Health Service will 
be providing muscular, bone, and 
joint injury assessment clinics to 
students of the college community. 
Feel free to stop by the Health 
Service Office in Tillinghast Hall 
to make an appointment with ortho-
pedic physician Dr. Scott Oliver 
for any of these dates: Monday, 
April 10, 24, and May 8. 
AIDS Task Force 
The fifth meeting of the AIDS 
Task Force will be held on Tues-
day, Ap~il 11 at 11 a.m. in the Ply-
mouth County Conference Room 
Classifieds 
Ride Wanted: Student needs 
daily ride from Boston to Br-
idgewater. Will pay. Please call 
Paloma at (617) 442-7892. 
Cruise Ship Jobs: Now hir-
ing Men and Women. summer 
and Career Opportunities (will 
train). Excellent Pay Plus 
World Travel. Hawaii, Baha-
mas, Caribbean, etc. Call now! 
(206) 736-7000, ext. 367 J (call 
refundable). 
Begin Your Career At The 
Top. Washington Mortgage 
Company Inc. is seeking ag-
gressive graduating seniors to 
earn $50,000 to $75,000 per 
year or more\ Part\cipate\nour 
mortgage training program and 
advance to the pretigous posi-
tion of loan officer. Working 
conditions are excellent with a 
generous commission struc-
ture. Territori~s are now avail-
able in your area to service; 
Realtors, Builders, Developers, 
Accountants, Attorneys and 
other sources of mortgage 
origination. Candidates must 
be professional, have excel-
lent communication and organ-
izational skills and possess 
some sales aptitude. Find a 
great career opportunity in 
banklng and finance at Wash-
ington Mortgage while posi-
tions are still available. Wash-
ington Mortgage has over 100 
easy to work with loan pro-
grams, including: Residential, 
Commercial, and Investor. 
Contact us now as to when we 
wi\\ be \nterviewing: 1-800-32.7-
02.92.. 
Living in Boston this sum-
mer? Clean bright apartment. 
Commonwealth Avenue, 3 
bedrooms, full kitchen, large 
living room, MBTA at door. 
Five females needed. Call 
(617) ?83-3705. 
--- #of Weeks __ 
,:,,,,, '" 
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in the Campus Center. 
For those who have expressed a 
willingness to be on the committee. 
but have not attended; please con-
tactmeregardingwhy you have not 
come. 
More members are still needed 
for participation in this important 
committee especially Faculty and 
students. 
Pleasecall Barbara Swartz. AIDS 
Coordinator in Health Services, 
697-1252 and volunteer! 
Do You Think You 
Are Physically Fit? 
ROTC challenges you to 
workout with us and see if you 
can match C\ur standards, Monday 
and Friday mornings~ early, 6 
a.m. sharp. We hold physica? 
training at Stonehill College's 
new athletic complex. 
For more information call 230-
1026, or speak with any ROTC 
cadet on campus. All are invited 
to workout and run with us. 
Library Bulletin 
Board Regulations 
Dr. Owen T .P McGowan, 
Librarian, has issued the 
following regulations governing 
the student use of bulletin beards 
in the Clement C. Maxwell 
Library. 
Notices must be related to 
college activities. 
Notices must be stamped by the 
library secretary before posting. 
Otherwise. they will be removed 
from the bulletin boards. It is 
requested that standard grammar 
and spelling norms be observed. 
Those posting notices are 
responsible for removing them 
when they are outdated. 
Notices should be on 
posterboard and should be no 
larger than 15" by 18" nor 
smaller than 5" by 7". 
Notices of activities which will 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Second 5lnnua[ CruS!i Party 
Thursday, April 13 
I'<l>B. 'Has a Crush on You' 
INTERN A TI ON AL CLUB 
DON'T MISS THE ANNUAL 
continue throughout the year 
should nevertheless be changed 
from time to time--or they run 
the risk of being overlooked. 
No more than three (3) notices 
of the same activity may be 
placed at the same time on the 
library bulletin boards. 
The library reserves the right to 
remove any notices considered 
inappropriate. 
Teaching in China, 
Japan 
China-Japan Services (CJS) is 
a Washington, DC research firm 
which helps American and 
Canadian undergraduates and 
graduates locate positions as 
English instructors in Tokyo, 
Osika and Kyoto, Japan and 
Taipei, Taiwan. In addition, CJS 
provides data on U.S. college-
S!JOnsored study programs in 
Japan, Taiwan. and the People's 
Republic of China. 
No teaching certificate is 
required, nor is any prior 
knowledge of Japanese or Chi-
Information available in CPP 
Office. 
Suitcase Dance 
The Student Alumni Relations 
Council will be holding its 
annual Suitcase Dance on 
Thursday, April 20. A drawing 
will be held at the dance, and the 
winners will be off to Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida A cash prize 
of $100 will be given to the 
winners for expenses. Don't 
forget to bring your packed suit-
case, because you will be leaving 
from the dance if you are the 
lu,cky winner. 
Pen-Pals Wanted 
Students from Poland are 
looking for United States pen 
pals. If you are interested, drop 
by the Office of International 
Student Affairs, across from the 
Office of Student Services, in 
Boyden Hall. A listing is 
available for those who are 
ineterestoo. 
currently 26 volunteers who are 
working on issues such as 
illiteracy, hunger, unemployment 
and other critical social needs. 
Volunteers.commit themselves to 
a one year position. Additional 
details on the program and 
positions are available in the 
CPP Office. 
Internships in Paris 
Internships in Francophone 
Europe (IFE), a non-profit 
organization based in Paris, offers 
American college and university 
students an opportunity to work 
side by side with the men and 
women who create public policy 
in French-speaking Europe. IFE 
Internships permits the student to 
observe first-hand, and study the 
social and economic structures of 
Europe and the contemporary 
geopolitical world. For further 
infonLation, contact Internships 
in Francophone Europe, 76, rue 
Belgrand, 75020 Paris, France: 
Telephone 33 (1}43, 63, 87, 15. 
Tutors 
nese. What is generally required • Earn $5 per hour and make yom 
is a time commitment of at least Vista Program own hours. Tutors are needed in 
several months, a mip.imum of Seeks Volunteers allsubjectareas.butespeciallyin 
one year of undergraduate study, Accounting, Computer Science, 
; and willingness to work hard. For VISTA Stands for Volunteers in Math, and Foreign Lal;lguages. 
more information contact: Service to America and operates Interested students cont.aCtJoanne 
China-Japan S,ervices, 251 10th in all 50 states, the District of McKee, Progress/ Outreach 
Street, N.E.:, Washin ton, ~EL:.~.,C~§~~fl~' · · 1 dqthjfjje••Oilfifii1clieMiHiiarrMiilniitiioiln •H-aliiiil •• 69•7•-._, 
20002 <2lVl!;\ · 1 8t.L¥s~ !ii! )'! J 
Get Out 
INTE.RNA TIONAL NIGHT And 
COME TO SAVOR AND EXPERIENCE 





ITS ALL· HAPPEN I NG AT TAE 
CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM 
THURSDAY APRIL 13th 6:30 p.m .. 
TICKETS ON SALE IN FRONT OF 




BAR OPEN WITH PROPER l.D .. 
Primaries will be held from 
9am.-3pm. on April 18&19 
Final ekctions. will be held 
from 9am.-3pm. on April 25&26 
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Acrobats==== 
Weylu's Restaurants welcomes direct 
from the People's Republic of Red China, 
the Peeking Acrobats on Friday, April 28 
at 8 p.m. in the Opera House, 539 
Washington St., Boston. · 
The 27 member troupe of China's most 
gifted acrobats will perform great feats of 
balancing, precision tumblin!!. somer-
saulting, gymnastics, and other darini 
maneuvers, showcasing tremendous skills 
and dexterity. 
Tickets for the Peeking Acrobats are all 
reserved seating: adults $18.75 and 
$16. 75; children (12 and under) and 
seniors (65 and over) $12.75 and $10.75. 
All tickets include a 25¢ theatre 
restoration fee. Ticket reservations may be 
made now by calling Concert Charge at 
(617) 497-1118 or in person at Out of 
Town Tickets in Cambridge (617) 
492-1900. On April 1, tickets will be 
available at all Ticketron outlets, 
Strawberries Records, the Opera House 
box office at 539 Washington St., 
Boston, or by calling 1-800-382-8080. 
Discount coupons for the Peeking, 
Acrobat's shows are now available at all 
Weylu's Restaurants in Boston, Saugus, 
Brockton, and Salem. 
Concerts==== 
Bi.gBand 
The Zeiterion Theatre will present In 
Z' Mood '89, a Big Band Benefit Concert 
and Dance on Saturday, April 15, at 8 
:p.Jn. The 28 piece Meadow-Larks band, 
under ·the direction of Ed Rodriques, is 
returning for the second annual Big Band 
Benefit By popular demand, the band will 
be located front and center stage for the 
entire evening. 
The first half of the show will feature 
the music of the Meadow Larks, with 
soloists and vocalist8. The second half of 
the show will feature the Big Band music, 
as well as hits from other decades. At this 
time, the audience is encouraged to dance 
in the special ballroom aimosphere, or sit 
back and enjoy the music. 
Tickets are on sale now. All seats are 
reserYed at $10 per person. For more 
information, please call the Zciiterion Box 
Office at (508) 994-2900. Tickets are also 
available at all Ticketmaster locations or 
by calling Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000. 
The Zeiterion Theatre is located at 684 
Purchase Street, in historic downtown 
New Bedford 
Contest==== 
The National Organization for Women 
Foundation is sponsoring a Women's 
History Month Essay Contest~ The topic 
for the contest is, The Continuing 
Struggle for Women's Equality in the 
United States. 
The contest is open to all senior high 
school, college, and continuing education 
students. Essays will be judged for their 
originality, clarity, creativity, and 
furtherance of understanding of the need 
for women's fighting for equality. 
Winners in each category will be awarded 
a $1,000 scholarship .. 
The NOW Foundation lists a few 
guidelines: 
•Entries must be accompanied by a 
completed and signed entry form. 
•All .entries should consist of no more tliaiti'5c1crwor<1s, including footnotes. 
•They should be typed on 8.5" by .11" 
paper, double-spaced; with a one inch 
margin. 
• All entries must be received by 
October 15. 
•The completed entry form and the 
composition are to be sent to the NOW 
Foundation Essay Contest, 1000 
Sixteenth Street, N.W. #700,Washin:gton, 
D.C. 20036. 
World Health Day, April 7, 1989 
Health Fair 
Campus Center Lower Lobby 
Friday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Whole Campus Community Welcome! 
• l 
B\ood Pressure - Cholesterol Test - Vision Test . 
Educational Literature 
and More ... 
Dance=========== 
Students from college campuses an 
over greater Boston are currently forming 
dance teams for the Third Annual Give 
.Peace A Dance. This event will be held on 
Saturday April 8 from 1p.m.until1 a.m. 
in the Ballroom of the Hynes Convention 
Center in Boston. 
The 12 hour dance. festival and pleclge 
event is a benefit for local peace and 
justice organizations including the Student 
Central America Network, Greenpeace, 
and the Free South Africa Movement. 
The program for this 12 hour dance 
alternates between live bands and DJ's. 
Bands scheduled to perform include 
Roomful of Bluest Ibrahima's World Beat, 
Diversity, and Native Sons. They will be 
joined by Charles Laquidara of WBCN 
radio, and DJ's from WILD and WGBH 
radio. 
Give Peace A-Dance is an opportunity 
for college students to get involved with 
Boston area organizations while dancing · 
to some of the best bands and . DJ's in 
town. Dancers collect pledges for every 
hour that they dance, and can choose from 
among the 20 organizations registered 
which one they would like 60% of their 
pledges to fund. 
For further information, and a sponsor 
sheet, please call 868-5259. 
Fibn============== 
The Celebration of Black Cinema, In-
corporated, will present its sixth annual 
festival on Tuesday, April 11 through 
~~®a~v~~ 1Ja@rM 
mNJr?@~~~!Ia@rM 
Registration will begin with a 11 students picking up forms in the 
Registrar's Office, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., the week of April 3. Students will be required to. obtain an Academic Advisor's Planning form which they will use with their advisor' to develop their course 
schedule for the Fall, 1989 semester. This form is the student's 
admission ticket to the Registration that will be held in the 
Rondileau campus Center the week of April 24. ·The form will then 
be returned to their advisor by the Registrar's Office upon the 
completion of registration. All outstanding financial obligations 
to the College must be met prior to April 3 in order to begin the 
, registration process. The Academic Advisor's Planning form will be picked up by class year as indicated beiow; 
. 
. 
SCHEDULE OF AVAILABILITY OF ACADEMIC ADVISOR'S PLANNING FORM 
Class. of 1990 
Class of 199] 
Class of 1992 
April 3rd, 9:00 a •. m. to· 4:00 p.m. 
April 4th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
April 5th, 9:·oo a.m. to. 4:00 p.m. 
(Obtained in.Classroom Bl bes~de the Regi~~~a~ 1 s Office) 
REGISTRATION SCHEDULE 
Clcss of 1990 Monday, April 24th, 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Class of i9~1 Tuesday, April 25th 2~00 to S:~O p.m. 
(All student's whose last name begins with the lettet 8,D,F,H,J,L,N,P,R,T,V,X,Z) 
Wednesday, April 26th 2:0-0 to 5:00 (All students, class of 1991, whose last· name begins 
with •the letter A,C,E,G,I,K,M,O,·Q,Sr.U,W,Y. , 
Class of 1992 Thursday, April 27th, 2:00 p.m. tO 5~00 p.m~ (All students whose last name begins wfth the letter 
B,D,F,H,J,L,N,P,R,T,V,X,ZJ 
Friday, April 28th, 2:00 to 5:00 (All students, class of 1992, whose last name begins 
with the letter A,C,E,F,I,K,M,o~q,s,u~w;y. 
Late Registration and Readmits: Students who.were not able 
to register during the regular registration.period and 
Readmitted students who were withd:r::awn from Bridgewater less 
than one year wi1l be aba.e to register on WEDNESDAY, May 17 from 9:00a.m.- 5:00 p.m. in Boyden Hall, Room l, located 
next to the Registrar's Office. 
NOTE: The alphabetical order for registration will be reversed for Spring 1990 registration. 
Applications will b~ accepted throug·h. April 21 
For more information, contact 
Transit Office, Ground Floor, Harrington Hall 
Mon. • Fri., 3 • 5pm 
697-1319 
.. . .·. . . . .:: . ,•, ··: ...... ····.;· ... ;•;: .. · . 




AT OPEN CALL FOR 
RES11JENT ASSISTANT CANDIDATES 
THE HOUSING OFFICE IS CREATING A POOL 
TO FILL POSSIBLE VACANCIES THIS 
ACADEMIC YEAR. 
IF INTERESTED PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
FORM AND JOB DESCRIPTION AT THE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES. 
THE HOUSING OFFICE, BOYDEN HALL 




A· microcomputer training se.ries <for students was conducted 
at the beginning of the Spring semester. The series introduced 
students to the Leadi~q Edge microcomputer (an IBM PC compatible) 
and to PC WRITE word processing software. 
During the training, faculty and students expressed 
interest in a follow-up •rntermediate• word processing session. 
Subsequent to the sessions many students who did not avail 
themselves of the opportunity have asked if the sessions could be 
offered again. Responding to these requests, Information Services 
will offer one •1ast chance• session of each of the previously 
offered programs and two sessions of the new "Intermediate" program. 
Microcomputer SVstem Qrientation 
Intended for new users, this session will introduce 
hardware components, keyboard functions, and Uisk Qperating 
~stem basics. 
Tuesday April 11 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Introduction to PC WRITE 
This session will introduce students to the basics needed 
to create, edit, and print documents using PC WRITE 
software and the Leading Edge microcomputer, 
Wednesday April 12 4:00 pm - 5:00 ~m 
Intermediate PC WRITE 
This session will focus on working with a spelling checker 
(popular tool), work~ng .with a data di'sk (enabling saving 
more and/or larger documents), and various compositional 





4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pin - 5:00 pm 
To attend any session you must reserve a place on an 
appropriate sign-up sheet. The sign-up sheets for each type of 
session are posted in the MAINFR.AME Lab on the groundfloor of 
Boyden Hall. All sessions will be held in room 838 in Boyden Hall. 
Calendar of Events 
Saturday April 15. The pro gram will 
feature films from the Caribbean basin and 
by black American filmmakers. 
The 17 films in the CBC program 
include 12 United States, Boston, and 
New England premieres by internationally 
known filrnmak~rs from countries such as 
; Jamaica, Hai ti, and Trinidad. Screenings 
and other programs take place in Boston 
at the Massachusetts College of Art, 955 
Boylston Street. Roundtable discussions 
with the filmmakers are free and open to 
the m1 hlic. 
Tickets to screenings are $5 for regular 
$4 for seniors and students with current 
I.D. For more information and a schedule 
of events, the public is invited to call the 
CBC Event Line at (617) 232-1088. 
Internships===== 
International Internship Programs is 
offering to college students, faculty, an 
exceptional and inexpensive approach to 
learning about people, language and the • 
culture of Japan. Through IIP's 
International Gateway Program, individ-
uals are invited to live with a Japa~ese 
host family for one month, and pursue 
individual objectives. This will allow 
people to gain insight into another culture 
different from their own. 
For $1500, each applicant receives a 
. homestay pfos two meals daily, for one 
Jl)Onth with a possible extension, 
A refundable ·deposit of $250 will start 
your application, and begin the search for 
your host family. All applicants are 
responsible for their own air ~~are, but our 
office could arrange it or other means for 
you, if necessary. 
Applicants can depart anytime during 
the year, but please check with our Seattle 
office for further information. Please write 
#406 Colman Building, 811 First 
Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98104. 
Interested people can also call 
1-800-333-2225, after tone, dial 937. 
Music====== 
. Michael Feinstein 
Michael Feinstein will bring his unique 
interpretations of the great show music of 
the Gershwins, Cole Porter, Irving B.erlin, 
Jerome Kerns, Rogers and Hart, and other 
masters of the American popular song to 
Boston's Colonial Theatre in the show, 
Michael Feinstein in Concert: Isn't It 
Romantic. The show will run from 
Tuesday, April 25 through Sunday, April 
30. 
The showtime will be at 8 p.m:, with 
matinees on Saturday and Sunday· at 3 
p.m. Tickets are priced at $35, $30, and 
$25. for shows on Tuesday, Wednesday. 
Thursday, and Sunday evening perfor-
Open House====== 
The Somerville School of Nursing 
will hold an open house on Wednesday, 
April 12 and on Wednesday, April 26 
from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. for those people 
interested in a career as a professiomal 
registered nurse. Faculty and nursing 
students will be on hand to provide 
information about the program and 
conduct tours of the school and hospital. 
The school of nursing is a national 
league for nursing accredited program 
leading to a diploma in nursing. The 
program offered is two academic years in 
length for full-time studies. A limited 
number of students may elect to enroll on 
a part-time basis. Graduates of the school 
are eligible to write the state board 
examination for licensure as a registered 
nurse. 
The Somerville School of Nursing is 
located on 125 Lowell Street in Sommer-
ville. Additional information about the 
school and the open house may be 
obtained by contacting Patricia Dineen at 
666-4400, extension 246. 
Rally====== 
Now is the time to stand up and be 
counted in the fight for women's rights. 
Join the March for Women's Equality and 
Women's, Lives in Washington D.C.~ on 
Sunday, April 9. The march will end in a 
rally for keeping abortion safe and· legal, 
and for the passage of the Equal Rights 
Amendment · 
Planning meetings for the march will 
be held every Thursday evening at 7 p.m. 
at the Boston NOW office, located at 971 
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. To 
reserve a bus ticket or for more infor-
mation, call Boston NOW at 782-1056. 
Theatre========== 
Neponset Choral Society 
The Neponset Choral Society has 
chosen as its spring production Frank 
Loesser's musical The Most Happy Fella, 
to be presented on Saturday and Sunday, 
April 22 and23. and Friday and Saturday. 
April 28 and 29, at the Canton High 
School Auditorium. 
Tickets may be reserved at $10 each for 
evening performances, and $8 each for the 
Sunday matinee performance. Group rates 
are also available. For further information, 
call (508) 668- 9541 or (508) 584-3674. 
The Strand Theatre in Dorchester. 
continues its 70th anniversary celebration 
with a spring series called All Over the 
Map of music from all over the world. 
The series will take audiences from the 
United States to Bulgaria to Senegal and 
back again. 
mances. The prices are $37.50, $32.50, 
and $27 .50 for Friday and Saturday 
evening performances. and $32.50, · 
$27.50, and $22.50 for Saturday and 
Sunday matinees. 
The series opens on April 8 with the. 
great soul-turned-gospel singer Al Green. 
Opening for Green will be Dorchester's 
own The Holy Tabernacle Young Adult 
Choir. 
The Strand Theatre is located on 543 
Columbia Road in Uphams Corner, 
Dorchester. All shows are at 8 p.m., and 
tickets are currently on sale. Tickets are 
available at the Strand Theatre box office 
all Ticketron outlets, and by calling 
Concertcharge at (617) 497-1118. For 
ticket.and show information, please call 
The Strand at (617) 282-8000. 
Mail orders are currently being accepted 
at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boyleston 
Street, Boston, MA 02116. Tickets will 
go .on sale April 3 at the Theatre box 
offfice, at all Ticketron outlets, and by 
. charge through Teletron at (617) 
720-3480. For further information, call 
the Colonial Theatre at (617) 426-9366. 
BSC'steam in the Gillette Guard 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament 
were: Todd Steiman, PeterTouringy, Randy Collins and Jim 
Way. 
BSC students take part 
in basketball. challenge 
Gillette Right Guard Sport 
Stick has announced the 
development of the Sport Stick 
3 on 3 Basketball Ct\allenge, a 
three person basketball compe-
tition that will take place 
· during the traditional college 
spring break period in March. 
The competition took place in 
Day- tona Beach, Florida 
(March 6-31) and Palm 
Springs, California (March 
. 20-31), under the direction of 




The Sport Stick 3 on 3 
Games were open to college 
students nationally through 
on-campus registration at their 
college recreational sports 
office or on-site registration in 
Daytona Beach and Palm 
Springs. The team for BSC 
was comprised of Todd 
S tieman, Peter Tourigny, 
Randy Collins and Jim Way. 
The dates and times of the 
competition were determined 
on-site. Right Guard Sport 
Stick flew the winning teams 
from Daytona Beach to Palm 
Springs for. the Sport Stick 3' 
on 3 Basketball Challenge 
finals on April 1 and 2. 
"Right Guard Sport Stick is 
excited to be a major sponsor 
of Spring Games USA" said 
Mike Griffin, Senior Product 
Manager for Gillette's Right 
Guard Brand. "It's an 
outstanding program for 
college students and it gives us 
the opportunity to bring the 
sports to thousands of Spring 
Breakers. We're happy to offer 
a healthy fun atmosphere for 
students in a responsible 
manner." 
Spring Games USA is an 
olympic-style athletic compe-
tition that brings active college 
students from across the United 
States together to compete in a 
series of individual and team 
championships during spring 
break. Led by newly appointed 
Commissioner O:J. Simpson, 
Spring Games USA will team 
with NIRSA to provide college 
students with a healthy sports 
oriented alternative to the 
traditional spring break 
excesses. pNo alcohol or 
tobacco sponsors are accepted 
by Spring Games USA. 
Mike O'Hara, former viceM 
president of the organizing 
committee for the 1984 Los 
Angeles Olympics, is 
Presiqent and Chief Exeeutive 
Officer of Spring Games USA. 
"We're thrilled to have Gillette 
Right Guatd Sport Stick 
aboard as a key sponsor," said 
O'Hara. "College students on 
spring break will be treated to 
an exciting new ·event in the 
Sport Stick 3 on 3 Basketball 
Challenge." 
OMcNeeley 
Cont. from p. 20 
opponent in 30 seconds, but 
McNeeley decided to· return to 
BSC. McNeeley then entered the 
Golden Gloves tournament, 
where he advanced to the finals 
but lost. 
Since the loss in the Golden 
Glove's finals, McNeeley has 
gone 4-0. Two of those four wins 
. came in his last two fights, 
which were part of the Diamond 
Belt Tournament. Both wins were 
decisive wins for McNeeley. 
In the first fight he defeated 
Edwin Ruiz of Chelsea with a 
TKO(technical knock out) 1:50 
into the fight. His second win 
was over Domingo Monroe, a. 
unanimous decision. 
Between now and the 
Diamond Belt finals McNeeley 
wil be fighting for the New 
England All Stars vs .. Team 
Canada on April 12. In the 
finals, on May 10 McNeeley will 
be facing the number five ranked 
fighter in the heavyweight. 
division, James Johnson. The 
fight will take place at Anthony's 
Ballroom in Somerville. 
McNeeley. admitted that he was 
nervous about the upcoming 
fight with Johnson. Even with 
his humble admission it is clear 
to see McNeeley is ready for the 
fight; ready to follow in a 
winning tradition. 
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Softball team pulls out two wins 
By Ronda Davis 
Comment staff 
The Women's Softball Team 
took on Tufts University Monday 
night, April 3. The Lady Bears 
were victorious by a score of 
15-13. The weather was against 
the game from the start, but both 
teams worked hard despite the 
rain. 
The Softball team now has a 
record of two wins and three 
losses. The team played their 
first four games in Miami 
Florida. The two wins were 
against Tufts and Florida Institute 
of Technology (F.I.T.). The 
three losses were from a double 
header against Barry University 
and a second game with F.I.T. 
The starting pitcher on 
Monday was Judy Reid and 
Stephanie Ponte came in for 
relief Jn the 3 innfog. Reid had 
two strike outs in the game .. 
Ponte, having pitched over four 
innings, was credited with the 
win. 
Almost every player on the 
batting order scored. Laurie 
Lacerte and Betty Brown had three 
runs. each. Lacerte had three hits 
and three runs. Captains Kathy 
McGough and Cathie Karl had 
two runs a piece. Joan Bruno also 
had two runs. The other two 
runs came from Winnie McGarry 
and Kim Newcomb. 
The Lady Bears take on 
Bentley College at home on 
April 6. The Bears also face 
Plymouth State at Plymouth on 
Saturday April 8. 
Ruggers win opening game shutout 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
The Women's Rugby Club 
opened their season Saturday 
with a victory as the Ruggers 
shut out Southern Connecticut 
State 12-0. The team came out 
strong as the scrum dominated 
play. Southern was slow in the 
scrum so BSC took advantage 
and plowed through them. 
BSC scored early when 
scrum half Wanda Allen ran 
past Southern to score a 4 
point try. The conversion kick 
was wide right. This score 
gave BSC a confidence boost. 
The ball remained in 
Southem's territory with BSC 
controlling the first half of the 
game. Late in the half. Allen 
once again survived tackles to 
score her second try of the day. 
During the second half 
Southern made some attempts 
at scoring but were unsuc-
cessful. One southern player 
ran down BSC territory but 
was stopped by fullback Vicki 
Mazza. 
In the middle of the half, 
BSC forced Southern halfway 
down field. Co-captain Renee 
Buckman made an attempt to 
score, but the ball was called 
back for a penalty. 
A scrum down near the 22 
meter line set up an excellent 
run by hooker Denise Murphy. 
Murphy got the ball and ran 
horizontally across the field 
then cul in past three Southern 
players to score her first try 
ever. 
Late in the game, Pam 
Caron, Gina Aiello, and 
co~captain Angela Compcchioli 
LDOKING FOR ON-CAMPUS 
HOUSING FOR FALL '89?· 
inade final attempts to increase 
the score. Unfortunately, some 
of the plays were touched back 
by Southern. BSC had control 
of lineouts due to some quick · 
jumps by Heather Lambert. 
Maureen Sullivan, Cathy 
Schofield, and Caron had some 
nice runs throughout the game. 
Maggie Shields and Charlene 
Casey also made some superb 
hits. 
The backs, Buckman, Allen, 
Schofield, Sullivan, Caron, 
Aiello, and rookie Tess 
L'Heureux worked well 
together and showed speed in 
their running and passing. 
Team Captains arc pleased 
with the win and wilh the 
rookies who played their first 
game. 
If you are Interested In being considered for residency 
this fallJ now is the time to out your name on the wait-
llst. AI11111ted number of spaces will be ava1Iahle for· 
fall. To put your name on the wolt-listJ come into the 
Housing O-ff1ceJ Student ServlcesJ Boyden Hnll and fill-
out a wait-list card. Don't Delay! Do it today! 
Cr I :• 
BRIDGEWATER SrfATE ATHLETICS 
Go~ng up! Lacrosse loses first game 
BSC's Todd Steimon took part in the Gillette Right 
Guard Sports Stick 3 on 3 basketball competition 
over spring break. See story on previous page . 
Bears washed out 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
The home opener of the 
Bridgewater Bears baseball team 
was to have been played Tuesday, 
April 4. The teams were ready to 
play. Mother Nature, however, 
was not as cooperative. The game 
was cancelled due to wet field 
conditions. This is the second 
game the Bears have not played 
due to rain related conditions. 
The Bears first home game 
will now take place this weekend, 
on Sunday, April 9 against 
MASCAC rival North Adams 
State. Coach Glenn Tufts views 
the team's playing North Adams 
Mohawks at home a "big 
advantage." 
"It's best to play the North 
Adams' and the Salem State's at 
home," said Tufts. "The games 
draw good crowds which helps 
pump the player's game.n 
· Tufts states that the next 
several games to be played are 
important and the team _is 
prepared to win them. 11SMU , 
Mass. Maritime, and North 
Adams are all conference games. 
We are gearing towards tourna-
ment play--our goal for the 
se.ason." 
The team played SMU ·today, 
and will face Mass. Maritime on· 
Saturday April 8, and North 
Adamf · .e following day. Both 
sets of games are doubleheaders. 
Tufts will send his number one• 
and two pitchers, Paul Duffy and 
Mike Bruemmel respectively. to 
the mound to face the 
Mohawks He has not decided, 
however, who will pitch against 
Mass. Maritime. 
"Being faced with so many 
double headers, it's tough to 
determine who will be ready to 
pitch, u stated. Tufts. 
During the past week, the 
game against Salve Regina 
College on Sunday, April 2, was 
rained out. But, on Tuesday, 
April 9, the team split a 
doubleheader with Merrimack. In 
the first game, the Bears lost by a 
score of 12-9. The team had solid 
pitching from Bruemmel, but 
could not manage to overtake 
Merrimack. 
In the second game of that 
afternoon, pitching by Duffy, 
combined with powerful hitting 
. from the team as a whole enabled · 
the team to claim a 13-3 victory, 
raising their record to 5-3. 
The doubleheader against the 
Mohawks will be played at 
Legion Field, with the first game 
beginning at 1 p.m. 
By Ronda Davis 
Comment staff 
Members of the Women's 
Lacrosse Team travelled to St. 
Petersburg Florida to attend the 
American Lacrosse Camp. "It 
gave us a chance to play Division 
I teams" ,said sophomore Danielle 
Webber. This instructional camp 
was attended by seven colleges 
ranging from Division I to III. 
Other team members reflected 
upon the value of the trip. "We 
were able to improve our b:isic 
skills," said defenseman Marilyn 
Gomes. Jane Delaney noted the 
value of "time spent working on 
the field as team." Overall the 
members who went, felt that the 
camp helped each individual as 
well as the team unit. 
Last Saturday, April 1, ·the 
Lady Bears traveled to Mt. 
Holyoke College. Unfortunately, 
the skilled Holyoke team beat the 
young BSC team 16-3. Holyoke 
has established varsity and junior 
varsity teams. The Lady Bears 
went into this game knowing it 
would be difficulL 
Coach Kathy Mcsweeny 
attributed the loss to the 
experience differences of the 
teams. The Lady Bears had 6 of 
18 members who had never 
played before. The goalie 
Maureen Salbina, had her first 
game in goal. Salbina had an 
excellent game with 23 saves. 
After the game Salbina said, 
"hopefully with more practice and 
playing time I'll improve my 
skills to become a more 
dependable goalie." The three 
goals scored for BSC were by 
Kim Conrad, Megan O'Connell, 
and Ronda Davis. 
On Tuesday, April 4, The Lady 
Bears faced Wellesley College. 
Again Bridgewater could not pull 
together enough to win. 
Wellesley won by a score of 
10-4. 
These two teams were much 
more evenly matched than BSC 
and Holyoke. In the first half, 
the Lady Bears seemed polarized 
at the half field line. 
Bridgewater could not make the 
connections between the attack 
and defense. BSC scored two 
goals in each of the two halves, 
yet the second was played much 
better. In the second half, the 
Lady Bears were able to take 
more shots and only allowed 
three goals. The four goals were 
scored by Kim Conrad, Megan 
O'Connell , and Danielle Webber 
had two. Webber played an 
excellent game despite bruised 
ribs, from the game at Mt. 
Holyoke. 
Outstanding defensive play in 
both of the games has come from 
Martha Wall, Marilyn Gomes, 
Kristin 'Damore and Andrea 
Ericks.on. 
Sophomore Cindy McDonnell 
of C~nton, was in goal for 
Bridgewater. Mc Dorin ell had nine 
saves for the game. Co-captain 
Kristin Damore said that "the 
team needs more time, effort, and 
practice." The Lady -Bears face 
Springfield College on Saturday 
April 8, 1 pm, at home. The 
game will be played out front of 
Shea-Durgin Residence Hall. 
Everyone is encouraged to come 
out and support the team. 
Peter McNeeley crushes his opponent a solid left punch, he1p1ng nim to advance 
to finals of the Diamond Belt Tournament this Moy. C Photo contributed by Barbara 
Putnam) 
McNeeley 
By Tom Magee 
Comment staff 
Twenty year old BSC student 
Peter McNeeley is preparing for 
one of . the most important 
months of his life. On April 12 
McNeeley will Pe fighting for the 
New England All-Stars vs. Team 
Canada. On May 10, he will be 
fighting in the finals of the 
Diamond Belt Tournament. 
McNeeley played football 
throughout high school, but did 
not begin to box until after his 
freshman year. During his 
follows family tradition 
freshman year he was not 
involved in any sports and that 
pushed him to become involved; 
boxing was the sport he chose. 
His decision to box started him 
in a sport which is a long 
standing_ tradition in the 
McNeeley fa11ily. Peter's father, 
Tom McNee1ey, fought through 
the ranks until he got his chance 
to fight Floyd Patterson for the 
Heavyweight Championship in 
1961. Unfortunately McNeely 
lost that ttgnt m tne fourth 
round. His grandfather was the 
AA:U Lightweight Champion in 
1928 and·· his godfather, Peter 
Fuller, won the Golden· Gloves 
Heavyweight title in 1949. 
After training for several 
months, McNeeley had his first 
fight in July 1987 which was 
televised on NESN (New England 
Sports Network). He lost that 
fight, but that loss made him · 
more determined to prove to his 
friendS that he could do it 
His next fight was for 
Westfield State College which. 
was trying to entice McNeeley·to 
go there. He downed Ms 
cont. on p. 19 
